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1 Introduction

SIMCA-online enables real-time multivariate process monitoring and control using SIMCA models and data from a
data source, such as a process historian.
Planning, setting up, administering, understanding and troubleshooting a SIMCA-online system can be complex
tasks. This document provides guidance on these topics. It also covers technical detailed descriptions on how the
SIMCA-online server executes project configurations. In addition, the guide also addresses frequently asked
questions to the SIMCA-online support email address.
This guide was updated for SIMCA-online 16, but most topics apply to previous versions as well. A changelog is
available at the end of the document.
A note on terminology: SIMCA is the offline product used for developing models and creating SIMCA project files
(.usp files). In contrast, the real-time product SIMCA-online is the main topic of this document.

1.1

Additional documentation

The document you are reading now is one of a set of related documents, each with different focus and target
audience. Refer to the below table to learn more.
Source

What

Where

Web site

Introductory information, as well as downloads of
most other documentation below

sartorius.com/umetrics

SIMCA-online
ReadMe and
Installation.pdf

Installation of SIMCA-online and how to quickly get
started with demo data.

In the installation zip file and on
umetrics.com/downloads/simcaonline

SIMCA-online
Implementation
Guide

Outlines SIMCA-online functionality, puts it in
context with other Umetrics Suite software,
describes requirements and best practices for
successful deployment, and step-by-step
installation instructions.

umetrics.com/downloads/simcaonline

SimApi Guide

Preparing for and performing SimApi installations,
including troubleshooting. Also contains technical
details on SimApis for developers.

umetrics.com/simapi

SimApi User Guides

One for each published SimApi. Lists the features,
installation instructions, and configuration specifics
of each individual SimApi.

umetrics.com/simapi

SIMCA-online
Technical Guide

Technical reference for SIMCA-online server
installation planning, troubleshooting, and in-depth
how SIMCA-online works.

umetrics.com/downloads/simcaonline

SIMCA-online help

How to use SIMCA-online and how SIMCA-online
works.

In the software itself, and on
umetrics.com/downloads/simcaonline

SIMCA-online Web
Client Installation
Guide

Describes the installation of the SIMCA-online Web
Client.

umetrics.com/downloads/simcaonline
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Umetrics
knowledge base

Searchable database with articles about each
released software version, technical articles, and
known issues on Umetrics Suite products.

umetrics.com/kb

SIMCA help

How to use SIMCA for creating projects.

In SIMCA and on
umetrics.com/downloads/simca

1.2

SIMCA-online technical support

Support for SIMCA-online is provided by the team of software developers responsible for SIMCA-online. By using
umetrics_support-SIMCA-online@sartorius-stedim.com rather than personal email addresses you will get support
quicker.
To solve your problem, we typically need detailed information such as version of the software, what you are trying to
do, error messages, copies of server- and SimApi log files. If you need to send us large files, we can provide access to
our file sharing service.
The quickest way to solve an issue is often to let us connect to your installation and look at it, using remote support
software that we provide.
Read more at umetrics.com/support

1.3

Use SIMCA-online server logging and audit trails for finding problems

A SIMCA-online system is a client / server application with connections to external data sources.
Diagnosing problems and understanding the server can be done by analyzing server log files which contain timestamped entries of what the server is doing. The following article describes server logging, how it works, and some
recommendations for making the most of them: umetrics.com/kb/making-use-simca-online-server-loggingfinding-problems
Throughout this document we’ll refer to the server log and mention some different events and when they are written
to the log file.
The Audit Trails keeps track of user-initiated changes made in SIMCA-online to the server or its project
configurations. It is also an easy-to-use tool for looking up things like when batches or phases started and ended and
when alarms were triggered. Learn more in help.

2
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2 Server Planning and IT

This section covers what you need to think about when planning a new server, and issues you might encounter on
servers with large amounts of data. Also see the SIMCA-online Implementation Guide with its requirements and
best practices.

2.1

Computer System Recommendations

The knowledge base article for SIMCA-online 16.1, umetrics.com/kb/simca-online-161, lists the system requirements
for a SIMCA-online server.
We have no specific recommendations for which computer brand to use for the SIMCA-online server, nor specific
recommendations for CPU speed, memory, and hard disk size. In this chapter, we outline the parameters that can be
considered when selecting a server so that you can see some of the important factors. We do recommend that
customers use server hardware and Windows version they are used to and manage the SIMCA-online server as any
other server computer in their organization.
Running SIMCA-online server on virtual servers is supported.
Make sure the system clocks of all computers and data acquisition devices in your system are in sync (see 5.8 below).

2.1.1

One server computer per online server

We recommend that you run only a single SIMCA-online server version per server computer. Multiple servers on the
same computer would be competing for the same resources, affecting performance in an unpredictable way 1.

2.1.2 64-bit SIMCA-online server is recommended

A 64-bit version of SIMCA-online server is recommended in order not to be limited by the 2 GB memory limit per
process on 32-bit Windows. Future versions of SIMCA-online will be 64-bit only.
A 64-bit SIMCA-online server works with a 32-bit SIMCA-online client and vice versa.

2.1.3 SIMCA-online server is a service – set it to start automatically

The SIMCA-online server is a Windows service. It can be started from the SIMCA-online Server Monitor icon, but
also with the Services control panel like any other service.
For production use we recommend that you configure the SIMCA-online server service to start automatically when
Windows starts by setting the Startup type Automatic. Otherwise the SIMCA-online server will require manual
starting by an administrator.

2.1.4 Service account

The SIMCA-online server service runs as the service account LocalSystem by default. This gives the service
effectively local administrator rights. This is not necessary for most installations. Instead NetworkService can be used
(“has minimum privileges on the local computer and acts as the computer on the network.”) or LocalService (“has
minimum privileges on the local computer and presents anonymous credentials on the network.”). Read more on
service accounts at http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/windows/desktop/ms686005(v=vs.85).aspx
A general security best practice is to try running the services as LocalService in your environment. See if it works. If
not, try another account with more privileges.
An Active Directory user account can also be used as the service account. This can be useful if the data source allows
access to only specific user accounts. Note that some SimApis allow specifying credentials in the settings which
means that the SIMCA-online service account does not affect data access. Learn more in the user guide of the
specific SimApi.
If the SIMCA-online server runs on an Active Directory domain member server, user authentication and single signon will work without changing the service account to an Active Directory account.

Another complication of running more than one online server on the same computer is interpreting log files if SimApis
share the same configuration files and log files. To avoid this problem you can use different SimApi instance names on the
servers.

1
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2.1.5 Add a service dependency to start services in the correct order

If the SIMCA-online service must start after another service is started (for example the service of your data source),
you can add a dependency in the service, so that Windows starts the services in the correct order. You can do this
using the SC command line tool. Read more in the knowledge base article umetrics.com/kb/server-service-doesntstart-even-if-configured-start-automatically.

2.2 Processor (CPU)
The SIMCA-online server is a multithreaded application. It splits work between different threads that run on the
available CPU cores on the server.
The predictions (execution of project configurations) are multi-threaded and use as many cores as needed to ensure
good throughput and responsiveness.
A fast CPU is beneficial for fast predictions, as are more cores. In a virtualized environment, the number of cores can
be optimized to the actual need by monitoring CPU utilization in the virtual machine.

2.3 Disks and diskspace
SIMCA-online uses disks for storage of data in its Database directory. This folder is specified in the SIMCA-online
Server Options application.
By using a Solid State (SSD) disk for the Database directory, you ensure optimal performance.
The disk space requirements for a project configuration depend on various things which are mainly project/model
related; the two most important factors are execution interval and number of variables.
Here are some rough calculations.
•
•
•

There are about 100,000,000 seconds in three years. Each variable for an observation takes about 10 bytes
of storage.
If a project configuration is running for three years, at the execution interval of 1 second and using a single
variable (although highly unlikely), it will generate 1 GB of data.
If, under the same circumstances, you store 100 variables at the execution interval of 10 seconds you'll get
about 10 GB of data after three years.

This is the storage requirements for the raw process data and predicted data for a single unit and a single project. If
projects and units are run in parallel, then more data will be stored.
In addition, meta-data such as batch start time, batch stop time, prediction times, phase start, phase stop, alarms,
notes and similar are stored, and this also takes space.

2.4 System memory (RAM)
If memory (RAM) usage is a concern, run a 64-bit SIMCA-online server (see 2.1 above).
How much memory does the SIMCA-online server need for a project?
It is difficult to estimate the memory usage for a project because of the complexity and variation between projects,
but as a rule of thumb, the memory usage is about two or three times the size of the SIMCA USP-file.
•

For example, 20 projects of 50 MB each result in that at minimum 50*3*20 = 3000 MB or about 3 GB RAM
is required.

You can use Process Explorer on your server as is outlined in 2.6 below to see how much memory your particular
project configurations use.

2.5 Network
SIMCA-online consists of many components that are separated by the network. This makes it dependent on a highquality network: If bandwidth is low, latency is high, or there are other communications problems, it will affect
SIMCA-online.
We recommend a high bandwidth, low latency network.
The network applies both between server and its data source, and between the server and the SIMCA-online clients:

4
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2.5.1 Network between server and data source

The server obtains its data from the data sources. If this network is slow the project execution on the server will be
affected. It will not be able to execute as many project configurations in parallel as it would on a faster network
because it will spend much time waiting for data source requests.
Server log files will show Debug-level entries like the following, that shows how long the data request took. In this
example both calls take more than 4 seconds which is very long:
[2019-10-25 14:29:31.134+02:00] [TID:23264] [Debug] [ServerDataInterface::ReadCurrentData()]
Read current data for 10 variables, return time 2019-10-25 14:29:31 (1572006571), elapsed time 4017.41 ms.
...
[2019-10-25 14:29:35.142+02:00] [TID:23264] [Debug] [ServerDataInterface::ReadHistoricalData()]
Read historical data for 10 variables, 6 observations, starting at 2019-10-25 14:29:09 (1572006549), interval 3 s,
elapsed time 4006.86 ms.

2.5.2 Network between server and clients

The SIMCA-online client works best if it is close to the SIMCA-online server in the network. A slow network
connection between client and server will result in a non-responsive user interface.
To determine if the network is causing the problem, try running the client directly on the server computer. If the
client works well there, while slow at the remote client computer, then the network is the cause of the problems.
For large distances between client and server, desktop virtualization solutions such as Remote Desktop can be used
to run the client closer to the server to mitigate the problem.

2.5.3 Network ports and firewalls

A SIMCA-online server uses a single TCP listener port for its communications with SIMCA-online desktop clients.
The Listener port can be changed in the SIMCA-online Server Options utility. The default port is 2371.
The SIMCA-online exposes an optional web API. It uses the tcp port configured in SIMCA-online Server Options.
The web API is used by the SIMCA-online Web Client.
The communications between the server and its data source also uses the network. This varies between SimApi and
data source. Refer to the individual user guide for the SimApi to learn more.
The relevant ports must be opened in a firewall between the communications endpoints.

2.6 Data source and SimApi
A commercial data source for process systems such as OSIsoft PI is well suited for SIMCA-online because it provides
the necessary logic and data structures to deal with process data and batches.
A SimApi for the process historian data source is required for SIMCA-online to be able to access data. The SimApi is
a software layer that translates the requests from SIMCA-online to a protocol that the data source understands.
There are SimApis available for various data sources such as ODBC for databases such as SQL server, OSIsoft PI, and
OPC. We provide the complete SimApi specification for developers wishing to implement a SimApi.
Learn more:
•

The SIMCA-online Implementation Guide lists requirements and best practices relating to data sources and
SimApis for a successful SIMCA-online deployment.

•

SimApis are available for download at https://umetrics.com/simapi.

•

The SimApi Guide shows how to install SimApis

2.7 Server performance issues, troubleshooting and mitigation
What happens if you have too many projects, too large projects, too many variables or a too slow SimApi?

SIMCA-online Technical Guide | Ensure Manufacturing Success
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In such cases the server cannot keep up with reading data and executing models. This will show as lack of updates in
plots, high CPU load, high memory usage, high disk activity on the server, and in general poor performance.
If the server computer has an overloaded CPU, the server will alert users running the SIMCA-online client with a
message “The processor is working at a high load”. This message is also logged to the server log.
The server log also contains timing information. Compare the elapsed times displayed with earlier logs to compare.
See 1.3 and 2.5.1.
If memory were to run out on the server it can result in the server crashing, execution being stopped for a project
configuration, or a range of various error messages. Specifically, “Out of memory exception” may be logged in the
server log, and a message “Failed to add project – Unspecified error” can be displayed when trying to upload or
configure a project.
A good way to track resource usage is to use the program Process Explorer from Windows Sysinternals to monitor
the SIMCA-online server. It will show you details and graphs of memory usage and CPU utilization in greater detail
than Windows Task Manager.
Here are a few things you can do to increase performance:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Verify that other services on the server computer isn’t competing with SIMCA-online for resources.
A fast SSD for the Database directory improves performance when reading recent batches from the internal
database and all other disk operations.
Turn off execution for project configurations you do not need.
Delete and purge old projects and configurations if possible. A deleted, but unpurged project still is read by
the server when initializes and uses some memory.
The size of the workset batches affects project load time and performance when retrieving and plotting
them. The length (number of observations) of recent batches has more effect on performance than the
number of recent batches.
Reduce the logging levels for the server- and SimApi logs, because the act of logging can effect
performance negatively.
Many open project configurations and plots in clients will result in a higher load on the server, so do close
clients and plots when not needed.
The project configurations have settings that affect the overall performance: on the Time Range page you
can reduce the time that is considered “recent” so that fewer batches and less data are displayed in plots by
default.
Each SIMCA-online client has Plot options that can be used to reduce the data displayed in the plots (this
includes options for showing recent bathes and workset batches in plots).
Finally, you can consider splitting the load by having multiple server computers running SIMCA-online
server.

2.8 Troubleshooting slow desktop clients
When SIMCA-online clients are slow to open workspaces, project configurations, plots it can have many causes.
Here are some guidelines:

6

•

Make sure client computers are connected to the server with a high bandwidth, low latency network (see
2.5.2).

•

If a client is not used, consider logging out of the server as it reduces the load on the server.

•

Close project configurations, and plot windows s that are not needed any more.

•

If a workspace is slow to open, make sure the workspace does not contain unnecessarily many project
configurations and open plots. Close un-needed windows and overwrite the workspace again.

•

If a client is slow to open after logging it, it can be caused by slow loading of the session-workspace that is
automatically saved with all open windows when you last logged out from the server. To fix this either turn
off the client option for Session workspaces, or make sure you close windows you don’t need.

•

Do not configure a too long Recent time range for batch project configuration that includes too many
batches. Data for all recent batches must be loaded in the client which adds time. Tip: In SIMCA-online 16

SIMCA-online Technical Guide | Ensure Manufacturing Success
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you can use a short Recent time range, and still open arbitrarily old reference batches in Production
overview that can are displayed in all plots.

2.9 Using dump files for diagnosing crashes or non-responsive programs
If an Umetrics Suite product crashes or is unresponsive (appears to have hung), a dump of the program can be used
to diagnose the problem. Read more, including how to create a dump file, in the knowledge base article
umetrics.com/kb/creating-dump-files-umetrics-support-debug-crashed-or-non-responsive-programs-or-services.

2.10 SIMCA-online backup and restore
It is important to perform regular backups of a SIMCA-online server. A backup is performed by stopping the SIMCAonline server service, performing the backup, and then restarting the service.
This section describes in detail what to backup, how to do it, and how to restore data. This section is also useful to
learn how to migrate a server from one computer to another.
Notes
•
•

You cannot backup and restore individual project configurations in SIMCA-online.
We have not tested making live backups of a running SIMCA-online server. This includes storage level
volume snapshots, virtual machine snapshots, or similar technologies.

2.10.1 What to back up
•
•
•
•
•

The Database directory of the SIMCA-online server. It stores data for project configurations, users and audit
trails. The current database directory can be seen in the SIMCA-online Server Options utility.
In the folder that the database directory is in, the following files should also be backed up:
The server configuration file SIMCAonlineserver.ini (containing things like Active Directory settings)
The license file for the server, *. $Online
The plugin folder (if non-empty)

In addition, the SimApi configuration settings should be backed up and documented so that you can redo all
settings in the event of a disaster. Refer to the user guide or for the SimApi you are using, and the SimApi Guide, to
learn exactly what you need to backup for a SimApi.
You also need copies of the SIMCA-online and SimApi installation files to be able to do a disaster recovery or
migration of SIMCA-online to a new server (see below).

2.10.2 Basic backup procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Stop the server service
Backup the database directory with all its contents
Backup the other contents of the parent folder of the database directory (see above for details)
Backup the SimApi settings
Restart the server service

2.10.3 Basic restore procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Stop the server service
On the server computer, empty the database directory
Restore the database directory from the backup
Restore the other files (not needed if you just want to restore the Database directory);
o The server configuration file
o The license file
o The plugin directory
Restore the SimApi settings (not needed if you just want to restore the Database directory)
Restart the server service

SIMCA-online Technical Guide | Ensure Manufacturing Success
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When starting the SIMCA-online service, the server resumes execution for configurations and catches up as needed
following the settings in the configurations. See 5.3.

2.10.4 Disaster recovery - a complete reinstallation and restore of data

The above procedure is not enough if you want to do the restore as part of disaster recovery where you don't even
have SIMCA-online installed.
For a complete disaster recovery, follow these steps
1.
2.
3.
4.

Install the same SIMCA-online server version on the new computer, and all SimApis used on the server.
Restore the SimApi Settings or reconfigure the SimApi to connect to the data source. Refer to the SimApi
documentation and your own documentation for the installation.
Restore database directory and the server configuration file as described above.
The backed up SIMCA-online license file may not work for the new server computer, if it was locked to the
previous hardware. If so, request a new license in the SIMCA-online Server Options utility.

2.11 Moving a SIMCA-online server to a new computer
If you want to move a SIMCA-online server installation from one computer to another you must install SIMCAonline including all SimApis on the target computer, and then migrate the database to it. This process is the same as
for disaster recovery and is described in 2.10.4.
Once migrated, ask clients to log in to the new server name instead.

2.12 Migrating to SIMCA-online 16.1 from 13.1 or later
SIMCA-online since version 14 has built-in migration from a previous SIMCA-online version. See the knowledge
base article umetrics.com/kb/simca-online-161 for details.

2.13 Keeping an old server as an archive server
Sometimes you want to keep an old server to be able to look at historical data. Here are a few things to consider
•
•
•
•

Turn off execution for all project configurations on the archive server,
Remove permissions for users of SIMCA-online so that they can only look at things, but do not have
administrative rights (so that they cannot make any changes).
Consider disabling SimApis in SIMCA-online Server Options so that you don’t need to maintain a working
connection to a data source in order to be able to start the SIMCA-online server.
If the server license has an expiration date, talk to your sales representative about obtaining an updated
license for the archive SIMCA-online server.

2.14 Installer customization and desktop client deployment
The SIMCA-online installation file (EXE-file) is used to install both the server and client of a SIMCA-online system. It
supports customization from the command line. Read more about this, including how to perform a silent installation
of the desktop client, in the knowledge base article umetrics.com/kb/simca-online-installer-customization-andclient-deployment.
Tips:
•
•
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you can create SIMCA-online client links (URIs) and distribute to the users, so that clients automatically
connect to the right server (you can also open project configurations this way)
learn where client options, plot settings, and other settings are saved in the client in the help topic, Client
options - technical details. It also indicates how you can share settings between users.
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3 Configuring Projects in SIMCA-online

This chapter explains key concepts in the context of how you set up a SIMCA project to work in SIMCA-online with
your data source. These terms are also important for the understanding of project execution which is described in
chapter 4 and onwards.
Also refer to the help’s Glossary or Index if you want to look up other terms not listed here and see the help topic
Project Explorer for step-by-step instructions how to configure projects for use in SIMCA-online.

3.1
3.1.1

Concepts
Project Configuration

A Project Configuration in SIMCA-online refers to a SIMCA project
(USP-file) that is configured to read data from certain tags in a data
source, and to execute on the SIMCA-online server.
As the screenshot shows, you can have many configurations for one
SIMCA project in SIMCA-online. The three configurations in this
example have different settings and purpose but share the storage
of the SIMCA project on the server.
Technically, SIMCA-online always executes (predicts) project configurations, and never projects (USPs) or just
models.

3.1.2 Tags and nodes

A tag is an identifier of a column or “variable” in a data source.
A node is a container of tags. A node can also contain other nodes, similarly to how a file system has folders in folders.
Like in a file system, the node and tag names can be combined to a full path that uniquely identifies a particular tag.
The tag paths are used in SIMCA-online or SIMCA when selecting tags to use. A tag path starts with a SimApi
instance name followed by the node-structure, and ending with the tag name, each item separated with a colon (:).

Figure 1. How a node looks in SIMCA-online. You see the node name Sorting_missing to the left,
and the tags in that node listed to the right. The full tag path to the Ethanol tag in this
screenshot is :DBMaker:Sorting_missing:Ethanol.

For example “:ODBCSQLServer:Node:SensorTag1”.
In SIMCA-online, tags are tied to variables in a model of a SIMCA project in the configuration wizard. In general, for a
model to be used in SIMCA-online, one tag in the data source is required for each model variable. Using tags, the
SIMCA-online server can read values from the data source through the SimApi. Tags are also used in other aspects
of the configuration, such as write back and for phase execution conditions and sleep conditions.
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Figure 2. Here is how the same node as in the previous figure looks in DBMaker. The first column contains the time stamps of the
observations. The remaining column headers are tags. Each column contains measurements of the tags. Each row constitutes
one observation

Tag names and node names are case sensitive. In SIMCA-online the instance name of a SimApi on that server, such
as “:DBMaker” or “:ODBC”, is also case sensitive. This rarely results in problems in SIMCA-online, but care must be
taken when exporting project configurations to BCG-files (text files) and manually editing them with a text editor.
Values for text tags are also case sensitive. This means that the value “running” is not the same as “RUNNING”.

3.1.3 Batch node

A batch node is a node that keeps track of batches; their batch identifiers, start times, and end times. It is a
requirement for batch project execution in SIMCA-online. Tip: if you don’t have a batch node in your data source,
you can use the Batch Context Generator in SIMCA-online. See the built-in help.
A batch node can optionally store batch data. Batch data can be values for batch conditions such as quality or yield,
or data for local centering if it is used in a configuration.

Figure 3. A sample batch node named Sorting_missing-BatchNode. The first column contains batch identifiers, followed by the
start time and end time of the batch. The last five columns are tags with batch data (batch conditions). This example also shows
the different data types which are defined in 3.1.4: QP1 and QP2 are qualitative (text) tags the remaining tags contain numerical
data. Also notice the missing data highlighted in yellow in some cells.

3.1.4 Data types: numerical data, text data and missing data

For each tag, a SimApi can support three types of data: numerical, text and missing:

10

•

Numerical data are typically real values of process parameters, for example 6.5

•

Text/string data are used for batch IDs, phase execution conditions or for qualitative variables. The values
for text tag data are case sensitive. This means that the value “running” is not the same as “RUNNING”.

•

Missing values means there is no value to return, i.e. no data.
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3.1.5 Batch maturity and $Time

A batch maturity variable can be used in SIMCA as the y-variable in a batch evolution model. In SIMCA-online you
associate this variable in the model to a tag in a process node in the data source. SIMCA-online reads data for
maturity from that tag at each execution interval for the model.
A maturity variable must be strictly monotonic (increasing or decreasing during the phase evolution). Thus it follows
that maturity should normally not stand still during the batch evolution. Read more on this in 5.10.
If you don’t use a maturity variable from your data source, your model instead uses automatically generated time, or
$Time, as the y-variable. Values for this variable are computed automatically by SIMCA and SIMCA-online, and
always start at 0 for each phase model.
If you use $Time, you should use the same execution interval in SIMCA-online as the sampling interval used when
building the model, otherwise the speed of evolution in SIMCA-online will not match the SIMCA project.
We recommend using a maturity variable that has a natural meaning in the process, for example tank level.

3.1.6 Batch conditions

A batch condition is a tag in a node that holds a single, time/maturity-independent, value that applies to the whole
batch. For example, product quality, yield, or process set points. Unlike phase- and sleep conditions, a batch
condition is not a logical expression, it simply is a tag or a variable in a SIMCA project.
Batch conditions are typically read as batch data using the SimApi.

3.1.7 Batch data

Batch data refers to a single observation with data for an entire batch (not associated with a specific maturity or time
point). Batch attributes and local centering data (see 5.11) are read as batch data in SIMCA-online. Batch conditions
are normally read as batch data too (unless they are configured for discrete data retrieval).
The figure in 3.1.3 shows an example with five batch condition tags inside a batch node.

3.1.8 Batch attributes

Batch attributes are used to associate additional information to each batch (metadata about the batch). This
information is visible in the desktop client as tooltips and can be used to color points in plots so that all batches with
a certain value for a batch attribute gets the same color. Learn more in help.
Batch attribute are read as batch data.

3.1.9 Active batch

An active batch is a batch that is currently running in the data source. This is specified in the batch node as a batch
that has started at some starting time, but not yet ended (has a null or empty value as its stop time).

3.1.10 Batch identifier (Batch ID)

A batch identifier, or batch ID, is a value that uniquely defines a batch within a project configuration. A batch ID
cannot be reused for multiple batches. SIMCA-online 15 and later allows workset batches in the project to have the
same names as batches later being predicted in SIMCA-online.
The batch ID is read from a tag in the data source during execution. This tag should be a string tag, or a numerical tag
containing integers ranging from -16777216 to +16777216. For a larger numerical range SIMCA-online loses precision
and batch IDs won’t be unique. If you use a text tag it is recommended that you trim away whitespace around the
batch ID strings 2.
The batch identifier tag is configured per unit, and thus is shared between all phases for that unit. As a consequence,
different batches can be active at the same time in SIMCA-online but in different units. Also see 0.
The batch ID read from the tag must keep its value for consecutive observations as long as the observation is to
belong to that specific phase iteration for a specific batch.
Leading and trailing spaces in strings are difficult to see when troubleshooting problems: In one instance trailing spaces in batch IDs in a
batch node (but not in the process data) caused problems with prediction of finished batches (while real-time execution worked fine) due
to how the ODBC SimApi (and the ANSI standard for SQL) treat trailing spaces in WHERE clauses.

2
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Note: the batch node also contains a batch ID, and it must match the process data for SIMCA-online to execute the
project configuration. Section 4.1 below covers how the server executes/predicts configurations and how the batch
ID is used in detail.

3.1.11 Batch identifier filter

A batch identifier filter controls which batches are visible and thus can be predicted in a SIMCA-online
configuration. The filter is set on the batch node page of the configuration. The default filter * means that all batches
in the batch node will be visible. The batch identifier filter also supports regular expressions. See the help to learn
more.

3.1.12 Phase execution condition

A phase execution condition is a logical expression that controls if a phase is executed. The expression is typically
evaluated using data from one or more process tags.
You must match the expression with the data contained in the tag: text data should use text expressions and
numerical data value expressions. For example, if the tag contains text the expression could be
TextTag(“:ODBC:node/tag1”) == “P1” but if the tag contains numerical value the expression could be
ValueTag(“:ODBC:node/tag1”) == 1.
Each phase model has its own phase execution condition. It is evaluated by the server on each execution of an
observation to determine which phase it belongs to.
The phase execution condition must be true during the entire execution of a phase iteration. Once it is no longer
true, the phase stops. Once stopped, the phase iteration will not start again for that batch. Also see 3.2.6 for
information on phase iterations.

3.1.13 Sleep condition

A sleep condition is an optional logical expression using data from one or more tags. It is evaluated to determine if an
observation should be ignored instead of predicted. Each unit has its own sleep condition. The same sleep condition
is thus used for all phases of that unit.
If an observation is not predicted because of the sleep condition, missing values will be used instead in plots and
lists.
Note that, as described above, the batch identifier tag still needs to hold the same batch id, and the phase execution
condition must be fulfilled, if the batch should be kept active in the phase.

3.1.14 Execution interval and fixed execution times

The execution interval, measured in seconds, specifies how often a project configuration will be executed, i.e. how
often an observation will be read from the data source, conditions evaluated, and models predicted.
The exact time of predicting an observation is deterministic and computed from the execution interval. Thus, it does
not matter when execution for a project configuration is started, for when the actual predictions will take place.
Predictions are synchronized to UTC, universal coordinated time 3, and does not use local time as the third example
illustrates

3
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•

An execution interval of 10 seconds would result in 6 executions per minute. They will always occur at
HH:MM:00 UTC, HH:MM:10 UTC, HH:MM:20 UTC, HH:MM:30 UTC, HH:MM:40 UTC and HH:MM:50
UTC.

•

An execution interval of 15 minutes would result in 4 executions per hour. They will always occur at
HH:00:00 UTC, HH:15:00 UTC, HH:30:00 UTC and HH:45:00 UTC.

•

An execution interval of 6 hours would result in 4 executions per day. They will always occur at 00:00:00
UTC, 06:00:00 UTC, 12:00:00 UTC and 18:00:00 UTC.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coordinated_Universal_Time
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3.2 Batch configuration layout and execution limitations
This section defines the higher-level concepts unit groups, units, phase models (also referred to simply as phases),
and sub-batches, and how they affect the layout of plots and the overall execution. We also specify at which level
the various settings apply in a configuration (some settings are global, other per unit, per phase, or per variable).

3.2.1 Definitions

A batch evolution model is built in SIMCA with a specific set of variables. The model is built to handle a specific
phase. There can be one or more phases in a project. The models are saved in a SIMCA project (USP-file).
A phase can only execute once for each batch, unless the project uses phase iterations. This is explained further
below.
SIMCA-online adds the following concepts:
Concept

Explanation

Unit

Where SIMCA-online execute phase models.
•

•

Unit Group

An abstract container of one or more units of the same type. A unit
group also holds sub-batches (see below).
•

4

A unit in SIMCA-online can correspond to a physical unit in
the process, or be an abstract construct used to control the
execution and plot layout (more on this below).
There can only be one active batch at the time in a unit 4. If a
real-world process has several active batches at the same
time but in different process steps, these steps should
correspond to different units in SIMCA-online to be able to
handle the parallel batches.

A unit group specifies a set of phases that can be executed
in any of its units.

As specified in ANSI/ISA–88.01-1995 (Batch Control, Part 1: Models and Terminology).
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Sub-batch

A place where models can be executed. Sub-batches are specified
per unit group in parallel with units. Sub-batches are optional and
not visible in the user interface by default. Sub-batches
•

•

•

14

Sub-batches can be useful if the batch is divided into parts
that are individually run through the same physical unit
sequentially or run through different physical units in
parallel. In this case one model must be created for each
part and the models then set to execute in individual subbatches. The reason for this is that a phase can only execute
once per batch.
Use the context menu (right-click) in the Unit groups page
to display sub-batches and then to manage them (as for all
settings on this page, modifying the layout is only possible
when creating a new configuration).
Note that sub-batches are redundant, and in most cases
should be avoided in SIMCA-online since the only thing
they bring is different evolution plot layout as described
below. Instead, phase iterations can be used.
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Figure 4. The Unit group page
of an example configuration
with a complex layout. Two unit
groups are visible (colored
yellow). These have three and
two units respectively (blue).
There are also two sub-batches
present in the second unit
group (green). Below you’ ll see
the batch evolution layout this
results in.
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3.2.2 Layout in evolution plots

Batch evolution plots can display the data in two different layouts, selected in the Properties pane in the desktop
client.
•

Phase layout - the phase models are displayed from left to right, ordered as in the SIMCA-project:

Unit layout- unit groups, units and sub-batches (when used) are used to organize the plots in the following
way:
• Unit groups are displayed from left to right. Each unit group gets the same size (width and height) in the
plot
• Within a unit group, the individual units are listed from top to bottom.
• For each unit the individual sub-batches are listed from top to bottom.
• For each unit the individual phase models are listed from left to right, ordered as in the SIMCA-project.
Tip: the default layout can be changed in the per-user Plot Options, available on the File tab.
•

Figure 5. An example of a batch evolution plot with the Unit layout and a complex layout defined on the Unit group of the
configuration. It has been annotated with colors and shows three-unit groups from left to right (yellow). The unit groups contain
three, two and one units respectively (blue). The middle unit group also has two sub batches (green). Each individual sub plot
shows data for a specific phase that has executed in that combination of unit and sub-batch.

3.2.3 Layout in batch level plots

Batch level plots don't use the unit layout, but rather display a simple grid
of all batch level models that have been selected for execution in the
configuration’s batch level page.
Note that all models always are displayed in the grid, but that sub plots
corresponding to some plots can be empty. This happens for example if
one batch level model is a PCA-model, but the others are PLS. Since the
PCA model doesn’t have Y-variables that plot will be empty in a batch
level Y-predicted plot.

Figure 6. A batch level plot with the grid of sub
plots for each batch level model.
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3.2.4 Settings that are applied at different levels

When a project is configured in SIMCA-online, you make changes that apply at different levels.
The following table summarizes at which levels where the various settings apply. The first two columns hold the
configuration wizard page and explains the settings. The remaining columns are used to show at what level the
settings apply, indicated with an ‘o’.
Configuration
Page

Setting

Batch node

Batch node
and batch
identifier filter

Batch evolution

Execution
interval, data
retrieval
mode

Execution
conditions

Batch
identifier tag,

Unit

Subbatch

Phase

Variable

Comment
For the entire configuration

o

o

Sleep
condition
Phase
execution
condition

o

Phase tags

Associate
variables to
data source
tags

o

Variable aliases

Alias for
variable
names

o

o

Per combination of unit, subbatch and phase

o

Per combination of unit and
phase.

Control limits
Local centering

o

o

Per variable in any phase
(aliases are not used for batch
level variables)

o

Per variable in any phase.

o

Per combination of unit and
phase.

Target values,
Alarms,
Alarm triggers,
Write back

o

Per phase

Control Advisor

o

Per phase

This has the following implications:
•
•
•
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Settings made per phase (such as alarms) cannot be configured differently per unit.
Settings made per phase and unit (such as phase tags) cannot be configured differently per sub-batch.
Also note that Unit group is not present in the above table, since settings are not applied to them in a
SIMCA-online configuration. However, they are used for plot layout as described above.
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3.2.5 Model execution limitations before SIMCA-online 15

While SIMCA-online supports many units and sub-batches in complex layouts there were a strict limit on model
execution prior to SIMCA-online 15: A phase model can only execute once per batch.
This is because when data from the evolution level is summarized to the batch level, SIMCA and SIMCA-online can
only handle the results of one execution of each phase.
This has the following consequences
•
•
•

While the graphical interface allows that the same phase model is selected in two units, that model will only
execute once (for the unit that happens to execute first).
If you want to use the same phase in two units and have both be executed, you need to duplicate that
model in the SIMCA project and model it twice.
If a batch is split in two halves in a unit, you would like to use the same model, it must be duplicated in the
same way.

3.2.6 Phase iterations can run more than once in SIMCA-online 15 and later

For projects created in SIMCA 15 or later with phase iterations, it is possible to run the same batch in the same phase
more than once. This means that you no longer must create duplicate models for this reason.
See the user guide for SIMCA for information on how to build these models, and the SIMCA-online help for more
information how phase iterations execute in SIMCA-online.

3.2.7 How to mix continuous and discrete data in SIMCA-online

A phase model can only be configured for either discrete data retrieval or continuous data retrieval, not both. Since
all phases are shared within a unit group it is recommended to create one logical unit group for discrete data and
one logical unit group for continuous data. Tip: data from both models may be combined in the batch level.

SIMCA-online Technical Guide | Ensure Manufacturing Success
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4 Project Execution

This chapter describes how the server executes a project configuration and how you can troubleshoot problems.
Execution means loading data from the data source, deciding which model to predict, when to predict, evaluate
predictions to trigger alarms, and then make the data available to clients for visualization and interpretation.
We’ll mostly discuss a batch configuration in this example since batch projects are more complex than continuous
projects. The differences are that batch configurations require a batch node and can have multiple models
(evolution models for phases and batch level models) unlike continuous configurations which use a single model.
This chapter is the introduction to this topic; the next chapter contains more advanced topics.
Occasionally in these chapters we will show the Debug-level entries that will be added to the server log in certain
situations. This of course assumes that the log level has been set to Debug (see 1.3 above).

4.1

Continuous Project Execution

A continuous (non-batch) configuration has only two settings that affect project execution
•

the execution interval - how often to sample data from the data source

•

the prediction condition - a logical expression that must evaluate to true for the model to be executed. The
prediction condition defaults to True (always execute), but that can be changed to use process data to
decide if an observation should be predicted.

The following algorithm is applied at each execution interval:
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Control data are read from the data source for control tags through the SimApi. Control tags are the tags
used in the execution condition. This is logged in the server log as [Debug]
ServerDataInterface::ReadCurrentData() or ServerDataInterface::ReadHistoricalData().
The execution condition is evaluated for the control data to determine if the model should execute. If not,
then exit this algorithm. If the observation is to be executed, read the process data for all tags needed by
the model through the SimApi. This is logged in the server log as in step 1 above.
Evaluate any (univariate) target value alarms to see if they should be triggered. Triggered alarms are logged
as “Alarm triggered” in the server log [Information].
Compute the values for any generated variables.
Perform the actual predictions of the model. This is logged in the server log as [Debug]
ContinuousProjectCalculation::PerformProjectExecution().
Evaluate any multivariate alarms.

4.2 Batch evolution level execution
The following algorithm is applied consecutively to each unit in a configuration, one unit at the time. The execution
intervals of the phase models in the unit are used to determine at which times the algorithm is triggered. See later in
this chapter for how this algorithm applies to more than one unit.
7.

8.

18

Control data are read from the data source for control tags through the SimApi. Control tags refer to the
batch ID tag, all tags used in the phase execution conditions, and all tags used in the sleep condition. This is
logged in the server log as [Debug] ServerDataInterface::ReadCurrentData() or
ServerDataInterface::ReadHistoricalData().
Then the control data, the batch node, and the configuration settings are used to evaluate if the model(s) in
this unit should be executed for this observation:
a. The value of the batch ID is checked. If it is empty/missing or does not match the batch identifier
filter (see 3.1.11) then exit this algorithm. If a phase was already executing in this unit that phase is
now finished.
b. The batch node is consulted to check if the batch ID represents an active batch (without a stop
time). If the batch is no longer active then exit this algorithm, any phase that was already executing
in this unit is now finished. The batch node queries are logged as GetActiveBatches() and
GetBatchTimes() in the server log.
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c.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

The phase execution condition is evaluated for the control data to determine if the phase is active
in this unit. If it isn't active, then exit this algorithm. If another phase was already executing in this
unit that phase is now finished.
d. A check is made if the phase already has finished, if so then the same phase will not start again for
this batch. However, a phase iteration can start again for projects that support it (see 3.2.6).
e. The sleep condition is checked to determine if this observation is to be ignored.
If all checks in the previous steps passed, the process data for all tags needed by the phase are read through
the SimApi. This is logged in the server log as in step 1 above.
Evaluate any (univariate) target value alarms to see if they should be triggered. Triggered alarms are logged
as “Alarm triggered” in the server log [Information].
Compute the values for any generated variables.
Perform the actual predictions of the model. This is logged in the server log as [Debug]
BatchCalculation::PredictObservationLevel().
Evaluate any evolution level alarms.

After all units have executed as described above, batch level models are executed for the project configuration as
described in 4.4.
Then the server waits (for this configuration) until the execution interval has passed and it is time for the next
execution where it starts over from the beginning.
The above algorithm describes real-time normal execution, but it also applies for prediction of entire batches and
catch-up (see 5.1).

4.2.1 What is required for a batch to execute in SIMCA-online?

As can be seen above, for a batch to be predicted in SIMCA-online for each observation the following must hold:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A batch with the same ID must exist in the batch node.
Only observations between the batch start time and end time in the batch node are included in SIMCAonline.
The batch ID cannot be re-used; if the batch has already been predicted in the project configuration, a new
batch with same name will not be predicted.
The same batch ID must be used in the process data as in the batch node. Note that if the batch ID
becomes missing for even a single observation that phase will stop and will not resume. Tip: this can be
mitigated using the Control Tag Cache.
The batch identity filter must be fulfilled
The phase execution conditions must be fulfilled.
The sleep conditions must not be fulfilled

Note that unlike for the batch ID, missing values are allowed in data for phase execution conditions and sleep
conditions and can be handled by the server so that it for example ignores such observations. Tip: Use the
IsTagMissing() function to ignore observations with missing value. See the help for information about the
expression syntax.

4.2.2 When does the server read data through the SimApi?

The server first obtains data for control tags to determine if the batch is active in a unit. Only when a batch is active in
the unit, will all the process data be read for the tags used in the phase model(s) of that unit.
The server log file will show when these data calls are made if debug-level logging has been enabled.

4.2.3 Data source SimApi error handling in the SIMCA-online server

A SimApis can handle errors by returning missing values or by signaling error codes. SIMCA-online behaves
differently in these cases:
1.

If missing values are returned, SIMCA-online will see these missing values but does not report it to the
user unless target value alarms have been set up for missing values (see the help for more information).
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2.

Instead the missing data manifests in SIMCA-online as lack of updates in plots, that batches don’t start
as expected, or that phases end prematurely because phase execution conditions no longer are true
(see 4.1 above).
If an error code is signaled, SIMCA-online will see the error and log it to the server log. A notification
message is displayed on each connected client. All data that was requested is treated as missing values.
The server then uses the execution logic to determine what should happen, as in case 1.

SIMCA-online 15.1 and later are much less sensitive to errors like this, using the optional feature Control Tag Cache
described in 4.5.
To determine the cause of the SimApi error or missing values, you can configure the server- and SimApi logs to
contain debug information and analyze the log files.

4.2.4 Sleep conditions

Any tag (including the same tags as used in the phase execution condition) can be used in a sleep condition.
Tip: You can observe when observations are ignored because of sleep conditions in the server log: search for
Information events with the text for “Sleeping observation at”.

4.2.5 Evolution level alarms quirks in SIMCA-online 15.0 and earlier

In SIMCA-online 15.0 and earlier alarms behaved unexpectedly: if an operator reset (acknowledges) an alarm for an
active batch, a copy of that alarm, but now active, would re-appear when the phase finishes.
This was changed in SIMCA-online 15.1 which no longer re-triggers alarms in that way. Learn more in help.

4.2.6 How are Generated Variables evaluated?

A value for a generated variable can only be computed when there is data for all other variables used in the formula;
one missing value in a dependent variable means that the generated variable will become missing too. This means
that all variables used in a generated variable must be connected to tags in the data source.
A generated variable that uses previous values of variables (through functions such as Avg, CuSum, Lag, Delta, Diff1,
Diff2, EWMA) use cached values for the previous values needed by the generated variable, ensuring good
performance. When there are no cached values, such as in the beginning of a phase, missing values will be used. No
additional calls through the SimApi are made to obtain the values.
Note that a limitation for generated variables is that target value alarms (univariate alarms) cannot be used since
they will never be triggered.

4.2.7 Problems with back-dated or out-of-order data in the data source

As can been seen in the execution algorithm above the server reads data observation by observation as the project
configuration executes. The server will never go back to re-read data for time points in the past during normal
execution. SIMCA-online cannot use data that arrives in the future.
This means that a delay before the data is available in the data source will cause problems. If data for a variable isn’t
available, then the last value will be used. If this is old, it can cause problems. Note: this can partially be circumvented
by using sleep conditions so that a phase sleeps until all data has been analyzed and entered in the data source.
The sequential nature of the server’s execution also means that you cannot make changes in the data source in past
data and expect the server to pick up those changes.
Another way back-dating can happen is if the data source receives out-of-order events from data collectors and
then archives these in the correct order which effectively back-dates some data 5.
The only way to force a re-read of past data for a regular phase (with continuous retrieval mode) is to delete the
batch and predict it again in SIMCA-online.
Discrete data retrieval mode for phases is a way to avoid these problems for offline data as you’ll see in the next
section.

One data source this can happen in is in OSIsoft PI where out-of-order (OOO) events from data interfaces can be
inserted after the fact into the PI archive.

5
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4.2.8 Phase execution for discrete data retrieval

Discrete data retrieval changes how data is requested so that all data at once is read each time the model is
executed.
This allows SIMCA-online to handle delays in data entry and corrections in previous data which is useful in at-line
and off-line data such as in-process control (IPC).
Once the server has read the data at a time of execution, it evaluates it by comparing it to any data previously read.
Only if data has changed or is new, the whole model with be predicted.
Note
•

•

•

Discrete phase models must always use a maturity variable so that SIMCA-online can match the
observations against the correct aligned observation in the phase model. Generated automatic time $Time
does not work well in most situations.
A limitation in how the server executes configuration is that a phase with continuous data retrieval mode
always must exist in a configuration with a discrete phase. The continuous phase is required for the server to
be able to pick up that the batch is active in the process.
Since data can change during the lifetime of the phase, the multiple predictions of the whole model will
likely re-trigger any alarms that has previously been reset by the user.

For more information about discrete data retrieval, see the SIMCA-online help.

4.3 Execution logic for configurations with more than one unit
SIMCA-online uses the execution interval for the phases (in all unit groups) to determine at which time points to
obtain data from the data source.
At such a time point, the control data for the tags for batch identifier, phase execution conditions and sleep
conditions are read for the units and phases that execute at that time.
The data is then evaluated and one or more models for that unit may execute. If the same model were to be
specified for multiple units, the first unit to execute that model will prevent other units from executing it except if
phase iterations are used, because then the model will result in one phase iteration in each unit executing
simultaneously.
The complete execution algorithm for a single unit in SIMCA-online is described in 4.1.

4.4 Batch Level model execution
In the basic case, a batch level model uses batch evolution data, i.e. scores or raw process data collected during the
evolution of the batch. In addition, raw data statistics (computed from the evolution data, such as min, max, mean,
std. dev., interquartile, slope), duration/endpoint variables for phases and batches, and batch conditions can be used
in the batch level model. Learn more on these topics in SIMCA’s help.

4.4.1 When are batch conditions read?

Batch conditions are read as batch data from a SimApi. Here are the rules that control how batch conditions are
read:
•

•
•
•

The server reads batch conditions when a batch is started, when a previously suspended batch is resumed,
when a batch level model is about to be predicted, when control advisor prediction is run, and when a batch
is finished.
SIMCA-online 15.1 and earlier: Values for ALL batch conditions variables in the SIMCA project will be re-read
if there are missing values for at least one batch condition variable.
SIMCA-online 15.1 and earlier: Once all batch conditions have values, the server will not re-read them, but
rely on cached values.
SIMCA-online 16: A project configured for Late entry data, with the setting ‘Batch condition update
interval’, will refresh batch condition data at the configured interval regardless if there are missing values or
not. Learn more in help.
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4.4.2 Batch conditions read as discrete data

Batch conditions can be configured to read data as discrete data. In this case many observations can be read for a
batch condition and SIMCA-online will use the average of those.
Discrete batch conditions are used to provide Critical Quality Attributes (CQA) to Active Dashboard.

4.4.3 When are batch level models predicted for active batches?

How does SIMCA-online know when to predict a batch level model for an active batch executed in real-time?
The short answer is: When the server has the values for all maturity-dependent variables used in the model. If at
least one of the variables isn’t available yet, the model will not be executed.
Thus, unlike the offline software SIMCA which has all data available at once, SIMCA-online gets its data observation
by observation sequentially as the phase evolves. SIMCA-online waits until it has data for all variables used in the
model, before the batch level model is predicted.
This means
•
•
•
•
•
•

The phase must reach the maturity of the variables used in the batch level model for it to be predicted (see
next section).
Partial models can be used in SIMCA to create batch level models that are executed one after the other as a
batch evolves.
If hierarchical models are used, the base models execute first, before the top-level model is executed.
If a model uses raw data statistics (computed min, max, std. dev, etc) or phase/model duration or endpoint,
the entire phase (or batch) needs to finish before the batch level model can be executed.
If batch conditions change, or if data read with the discrete data retrieval mode changes, a batch level
model that use those data will be predicted again.
Missing values for a batch condition variable do not prevent a batch level model from being predicted.

When a batch level model is predicted it shows up in the server log as Debug-level

BatchCalculation::PredictBatchLevel events.

Batch level alarms are evaluated after the batch level models have been predicted.

4.4.4 Why can batch level models be executed “too late” or not at all?

Sometimes, a batch level model does not execute when you expect. The following are three likely causes of this:
The reasons listed in the previous section.
That maturity and time values usually aren’t natural numbers like 1, 2, 3 but rather real numbers (for example
1.02, 1.89). Compare the maturities of your predicted batches with the aligned maturities of the evolution
level model.
• The use of shifting, smoothing or normalization of the y-variables/maturity in the evolution models can
change the values of the maturity. See 6.5.
For example
•
•

•
•

•

Assume a batch level model uses Maturity at 0.0, 1.0, 2.0. I’ll refer to these numbers as M0, M1, M2.
Observations for a new batch come in at M0, M1.003, M1.191. Notice that we don’t have a value for M2 so
the batch level model won’t be executed now. Then if the phase ends without a new value at M2 or higher
that batch level model won’t be executed for M2.
Another batch starts with values M0, M1, M2.1. For this batch the server will be able to interpolate a value for
M2 so that the batch level model will be executed for M2.

4.4.4.1
Workarounds to deal with missing batch level predictions
These two workarounds can be used to deal with batch level models that aren’t executed because of the problems
with the maturity:
•
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Make sure a phase execute until the desired maturity has been reached, by configuring phase execution
conditions so that the phase doesn’t end too early.
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•

Make sure that the maturity data added to the data source always are at the exact desired values rather
than keeping the real variation. For example, rather than exposing maturity M1.91 to SIMCA-online the data
source rounds it to M2 which was used in the model.

4.4.5 The Batch Level Prediction setting in the configuration

A project configuration has a setting for controlling when batch models are executed:
Predict at Model Finish - the batch level model is executed as soon as it has all data it needs as described above.
This is logged in the server log as [Debug] [BatchCalculation::PredictBatchLevel()]
Predict at Batch Finish - the batch level model is executed when the batch is finished. This means at the time when
the batch no-longer is active in the batch node of the project configuration. This uses the exact same rules for
predictions as SIMCA (offline) uses since at that point all data for the batch is available.
This prediction is done regardless of how mature the batch is. Interpolation and possibly extrapolation of data will be
performed using the same rules as defined in SIMCA.
This is logged in the server log as [Debug] [BatchCalculation::PredictFinishedBatch()]
Predict at model finish and at batch finish - the batch level models are executed twice, both at model finish and at
batch finish. SIMCA-online 15.1 and later preserves any batch level alarms between predictions. But in SIMCA-online
15 and earlier the batch was deleted and predicted again. The fact that the batch was deleted first meant that any
previous values, including notes or alarms from the first prediction were lost.
Note; SIMCA-online only reads data once from the data source to do the batch level predictions, even if Predict at
model finish and at batch finish is selected, because it always uses its cached data for the batch level model
prediction at batch finish.

4.5 Batch Control Tag Cache improves execution resiliency
SIMCA-online 15.1 improved batch execution resiliency by introducing the batch Control Tag Cache. The cache
keeps phases alive during temporary data source problems. It re-uses last known good values for control tags (batch
identifier tags and tags used in phase execution conditions) when the data source returns missing value or SimApi
errors.
When the cache is active and all data are temporarily missing, plots typically show no data at all (missing points) for
such observations. Later, when the data source problem is fixed, new observation will continue the phase execution.
The control tag cache is opt-in and is be turned on in the SIMCA-online Server Options utility. Learn more in help.

4.6 Troubleshooting project execution
When you experience symptoms for a specific project configuration such as lack of updates in plots and lists (no
new data shows up), the wrong data shows up or that predict of finished batches is not working, then you need to
troubleshoot that project configuration.
Refer to the built-in help for SIMCA-online 16 with its step by step instructions for project execution
troubleshooting. Search for Troubleshoot Project Execution to find it.
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5 Project Execution - Advanced Topics
This chapter expands the topic of how the server executes a project configuration.

5.1

Several modes of execution

The server works in different modes when it executes project configurations. This can be useful to know to be able to
interpret server logs and to optimize performance
•
•
•

•

•

Normal execution: one observation at a time in real time.
Manual prediction of past batches initiated by the user. Data for these batches are first deleted (if already
predicted) and then predicted as a whole.
Catch-up of an active batch in the data source up to the current time (“fast forwarding”). The server reads
data and performs predictions as fast as it can until it has caught up with current time, when the server
switches to normal execution. This type of execution happens in two cases
1. When execution is started for a projection configuration, and a batch is active in the batch node.
For technical reasons, the catch-up execution only starts when a phase is active in a unit. This
means that for a multiphase project catch-up will not seem to do anything if execution is started inbetween phases, but as soon as a phase starts catch-up will start too.
2. When the server cannot keep up with real-time predictions because of high load, it switches to
catch-up.
Initial catch-up prediction of finished, unpredicted batches when execution is started for a projection
configuration. The catch-up time range of the project configuration controls how far back the server will
look for unpredicted batches when execution is started. These batches would otherwise have to be
manually predicted by the user.
Recurring catch-up for batch configurations is optional and runs at the configured catch-up interval.
Recurring catch-up can be useful if entire finished batches are added to the data source with timestamps
before the current time.

For a properly configured server, it does not matter with mode of execution the server uses; the results should be
the same. However, out of sync clocks, or a poorly tuned data source can cause inconsistencies, which you’ll learn
later in this chapter.

5.2 What happens when execution is started for a project configuration
When execution is turned on for a project configuration the following happens
•

If there were active batches when execution was stopped, those batches are resumed immediately.

•

The server starts executing phases. If the control data for a phase evaluates to true, a check is made if that
batch is active in the batch node, and if so the phase is started (and the batch as well if it was previously not
executing in SIMCA-online).

From this last point it follows that a batch may be active in the batch node, but still not be picked up until the
execution condition is true for at least one phase. This is most noticeable if the execution interval is large. For
example, 1 hour execution interval means that batches will only start at even hours regardless when execution is
started.
If catch-up is configured in the configuration, the server looks for finished batches within the time range and
predicts those as well.

5.3 Server behavior when starting the service
When the SIMCA-online server service is started it will start execution for all project configurations which had
execution turned on when the service was stopped. Tip: the option Resume execution in SIMCA-online Server
Options can be unchecked if you don’t want this behavior.

5.4 When are batches deleted and what does it mean?
A batch is deleted from SIMCA-online in the following circumstances
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•

•
•

SIMCA-online 15.0 and earlier: If a batch is active, and the execution is stopped, the batch will be deleted
when execution starts again. In SIMCA-online 15.1 and later, a batch is suspended if execution is stopped,
and batch data is not deleted.
If you manually delete a batch (historical or a still active batch) in the Delete data dialog.
If you predict a past, previously predicted batch, because this deletes all data for the batch, before
predicting it again.

From this last point it follows that a batch also is deleted when you initiate a predict of it, but the server cannot
obtain any data from the SimApi (perhaps simply because the data is no longer present in the data source).
When a batch is deleted, all predictions, and any notes and alarms are deleted for that batch. If a batch is deleted,
and entry about this shows up in the audit trail for that configuration. Meta data, such as start and end times, and all
alarms for the deleted batch always remain in the audit trail.

5.5 Data access through a SimApi can be a bottleneck
Data access through a SimApi is single-threaded in SIMCA-online. Executing project configurations will have to wait
for each other to get data through the same SimApi.
This makes data access a potential bottleneck that can affect project execution negatively, which can manifest itself
as lack of updates in project configurations or a generally slow server. It can also be seen in server logs as long
elapsed times for data access calls (see 2.5.1).
The likelihood of data access becoming a bottleneck increases when
•

Many executing project configurations use the same SimApi

•

The project configurations use the same execution interval, resulting in that they will ask for data at the
same times.

•

The execution intervals are too short, resulting in too many data access calls

•

The network is low bandwidth or high latency between SIMCA-online server and data source

•

The data source itself is slow

5.6 When does the server use Current and Historical data respectively?
Current data is read by the server through the SimApi during normal execution of one observation at a time in real
time.
Historical data is read when predicting past data, or, more subtly, whenever the server catches up. See 5.1 above for
when catch up can happen.
Here are the server log Debug-level entries for current and historical data:
[2019-10-25 14:29:31.134+02:00] [TID:23264] [Debug] [ServerDataInterface::ReadCurrentData()]
Read current data for 10 variables, return time 2019-10-25 14:29:31 (1572006571), elapsed time 47.41
ms.
...
[2019-10-25 14:29:35.142+02:00] [TID:23264] [Debug] [ServerDataInterface::ReadHistoricalData()]
Read historical data for 10 variables, 6 observations, starting at 2019-10-25 14:29:09 (1572006549),
interval 3 s, elapsed time 46.86 ms.

5.7 Problems exposed by alternating between current and historical data
Reading current and historical data alternately by the server can lead to anomalies in data in the following situations:
•
•

When the server clock and data source clock are not synchronized, as is described in 5.8 below.
When data is backdated in the database; that is when a row in a database is added with a time stamp of a
past time point. In this case the data simply isn’t there when SIMCA-online asked for it in real-time, but later
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when someone looks in the data source, he or she sees it and cannot understand why SIMCA-online missed
it. See 4.2.7.
• When data is compressed and interpolated by the SimApi or the data source, data read as historical data
can mismatch current data. See 5.9 below.
To detect issues like this you can create time stamps in the data source whenever rows are added. These time
stamps can then be used together with server log entries to determine why the server didn’t pick up the data as you
expected.

5.8 On the importance of time synchronization between servers
It is important that the system time of the SIMCA-online server computer and the system time of the external data
source are synchronized to the second. Otherwise there can be inconsistencies in the data when timestamps are
used in data queries.
Here is an example:
When a SimApi is used to obtain the current data, the data source returns the data, and then SIMCA-online
timestamps it with the time of that observation. Notice that SIMCA-online does not use the time of the
data source.
• Now assume that 10 minutes later the server wants to re-read that same observation again. It asks the data
source for data for that time point, and the data source returns it, but if the times are not synchronized the
data returned won’t match the data that was read as current data 10 minutes ago.
Here is real life example:
•

•

One person observed that plots seemed 90 seconds off at sometimes during execution of a batch, but at
other times the plot looked fine. It turned out that the server was overloaded and couldn’t keep up with real
time execution at all times. Instead it switched to catch-up execution where it read larger chunks of
historical data which then did not match the data that had been read as current data before.

5.9 Compression and interpolation account for differences between real-time and
historical data
Some data sources (such as OSIsoft PI) can use compression to reduce storage requirements for historical data.
When data is read through a SimApi, compression and interpolation in the data source will make the data look
differently in the two cases: smooth interpolated lines for historical data, but repeated values in a step-wise fashion
for real-time values as the following plot illustrates.

Figure 7. The effects of compression and interpolation. Dark
green points are real-time values (compressed values), blue
points show the same data but interpolated data read
during a prediction of a finished batch.
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These differences can constitute a large problem for the SIMCA model validity. This must be addressed in the data
source (not in SIMCA-online).
For a thorough analysis of problems like this, including specifically for OSIsoft PI, see the knowledge base article
umetrics.com/kb/historical-data-different-data-real-time.

5.10 Maturity is always strictly monotonic – never stays still during evolution
A maturity variable in must always be strictly monotonic in Umetrics Suite products. It can never hold the same value
for two consecutive observations.
If the variable isn’t monotonic both SIMCA and SIMCA-online will apply a mandatory algorithm for ensuring a
minimum increment of maturity. It works by adding a small amount to the maturity to make its value unique 6. This
happens regardless of any other maturity treatment such as smoothing.
This means that if you use a maturity variable that you expect to hold the same value for a number of observations, it
actually will change its value slightly every observation. An example of such a maturity variable would be “Tank
Level”: If the flow to the tank is shut off for a period of time then the Tank Level isn’t increasing any more, but in
SIMCA or SIMCA-online it will be increasing because of the above algorithm.
Tip: If this must be avoided, a sleep condition can be used in SIMCA-online to ignore observations. In the above
example, the sleep condition could be true when the flow is 0.

5.11 Local centering
Local centering can be used to adjust values of variables in the phase models to compensate for systematic errors
that varies over time between batches.
Local centering can be applied in SIMCA when doing the offline modeling.
Local centering can also be used in SIMCA-online when performing predictions, even if not used in the SIMCA
project.
Here is how it works in SIMCA-online:
•
•

•

Local centering is configured per unit and phase (see 0). For each variable you can associate a tag that will
be used to read the value to use for local centering of that variable.
For each batch and phase that is to be predicted SIMCA-online obtains the values for local centering by
calling the SimApi function ReadBatchData(). This means that a SimApi that supports batch data is
required.
Starting with SIMCA-online 14, if no value for local centering was obtained through the SimApi or if local
centering is left unconfigured, SIMCA-online will not do any local centering. SIMCA-online 13.3 and earlier
instead use the default values from the SIMCA project visible in the configuration on the Local centering
page.

5.12 Improved real-time batch execution performance in SIMCA-online 16
When a batch project configuration executes in real-time, it requests data from the data source at the regular
intervals configured for the phases. If the data source is slow so that data cannot be returned in time, the SIMCAonline server will fall behind. This is noticed in clients who will not see current data but can also be seen in the server
log (see below).
In SIMCA-online 16 we optimized how the server executes real-time batches, so that it uses an internal cache of the
necessary data to reduce the number of data access calls to the data source. It also reads larger chunks of data when
it sees that it is more than one observation behind. This increases performance when the data source is temporarily
slow, and for servers with many executing project configurations.
Note: predicting past batches or catching up batches that are active in the data source, are also optimized similarly
since earlier SIMCA-online versions.

6 The

actual formula used from SIMCA-online 14 and SIMCA 14.1 is MinIncrement = (StopMaturity - StartMaturity) / AveragePhaseLength /
1000. Previous versions divided by 50 instead and thus had a larger minimum increment.
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When the server notices that it is behind, it results in log entries like this explaining how far behind it is, and that
cached data is used:
[2019-10-25 12:40:30.834+02:00] [TID:22640] [Warning] [BatchNormalExecution::Execute()]
Performance warning: The execution is falling behind schedule. This indicates a slow data source, or a
too busy server.
Configuration: BakersYeastMonitorAlarmDemo (2) (4ee88409-bb98-4d5b-a617-5d799b44ef6c)
Observation: 2019-10-25 12:40:06
Observations behind: 9
...
[2019-10-25 12:40:30.865+02:00] [TID:22640] [Debug] [BatchCalculation::ExecuteBatch()]
Predicted batch Ha_2019-10-25 12:38:18 (172), for observation at 2019-10-25 12:40:06
(1572000006), elapsed time 27.7377 ms.
-----------------------------[2019-10-25 12:40:30.865+02:00] [TID:22640] [Debug] [BatchNormalExecution::GetBatchInfo()]
Using cached GetBatchTimes result.
Configuration: BakersYeastMonitorAlarmDemo (2) (4ee88409-bb98-4d5b-a617-5d799b44ef6c)
Batch: "Ha_2019-10-25 12:38:18", start time: 2019-10-25 12:38:18
Observation: 2019-10-25 12:40:06
Cached at: 2019-10-25 12:40:18
Furthermore, you can see that the server switches from using current data when it detects that is more than one
observation behind:
[2019-10-25 14:29:31.134+02:00] [TID:23264] [Debug] [ServerDataInterface::ReadCurrentData()]
Read current data for 10 variables, return time 2019-10-25 14:29:31 (1572006571), elapsed time
4017.41 ms.
...
-----------------------------[2019-10-25 14:29:35.142+02:00] [TID:23264] [Debug] [ServerDataInterface::ReadHistoricalData()]
Read historical data for 10 variables, 6 observations, starting at 2019-10-25 14:29:09 (1572006549),
interval 3 s, elapsed time 4006.86 ms.
...
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6 Tips and Tricks for Data Scientists

This chapter is aimed at data scientists and other people who are implementing SIMCA-online solutions. It contains
tips and explanations to questions that come up often.

6.1

Creating a batch context (batch node)

A batch node defines batch names and lifetimes and is required by SIMCA-online to execute batch configurations. If
a batch node is unavailable there are ways to deal with it:
•
•

•
•

6.1.1

The preferred way is to create batch contexts using the built-in Batch Context Generator in SIMCA-online
15.1 and later.
A batch context is a simple structure that can be created and updated manually in an ODBC database
table, at least for testing and pilot projects. The user then simply adds a batch identifier, and start time when
a batch starts, and stop time when it ends.
Another option is to use the SimApi Batch Table Wrapper, see https://umetrics.com/simapi.
A fourth option is creating the batch node from data inside the data source directly. In this case you read
the data from the data source, and figure out when a new batch starts, and create a row in a batch node.

Creating a batch context from unit batch nodes

When the data source has many units but with no common batch node, the batch node can be created in the data
source (not in SIMCA-online) by using the first start time of all units and the last stop time. The batch ID must also be
the same in all units for this to work.
Although this sounds simple the algorithm can get rather complicated, especially if several exit criteria exist. The
algorithm must also keep the batch “alive” when the batch is in-between units.

6.2 Prefer single, simple tags in phase execution conditions
A phase execution condition can use an expression using values of tags and logical and arithmetic operators and to
determine if a phase is running or not. For example ValueTag(“odbc:node:flow”) > 0.55.
For simplicity and easier debugging, it is recommended that you instead use tags that clearly show the state of the
process in phase execution conditions. These tags can for example show if a certain valve is open or closed, or if a
unit is active or not. You can also create tags with the sole purpose of being used in SIMCA-online so that you then
can use conditions like TextTag(“odbc:node:phasetag”) ==”Phase1” to determine if the phase should be active.

6.3 Avoid using a SimApi that only supports current data, but not historical data
Some SimApis only support reading current data and not historical data. The OPC DA SimApi is such an example.
Having access to current data only means that the server cannot predict past data, or catch-up an already running
batch when the execution is started. The server also cannot catch up if it falls behind after being overloaded. To
ensure that a new batch is visible in SIMCA-online with only current data in the SimApi, you must make sure the
execution of the configuration is started before the batch starts in the batch node.
We recommend using a SimApi with access to historical data.

6.4 Modelling best practices
Refer to the SIMCA Implementation Guide and to a Sartorius data scientist for guidance and best practices for
multivariate model creation.

6.5 Best practices for smoothing, shifting and normalization
The y-variable used in an evolution model can be either time or maturity. In SIMCA, the y-variable can be configured
in the model to be smoothed, shifted and normalized. These options are described in detail in the SIMCA user
guide.
For SIMCA-online, Normalize should normally not be used. Using it would mean that batches look one way in realtime, but when the batch is finished the entire batch will be normalized and thus might change.
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If you do use smoothing and shifting, be aware that the observations in the data source will not exactly match the
ones that end up being used by SIMCA-online because the server will apply smoothing and/or shifting to your
evolution level data.
Values for a maturity variable must always be strictly monotonic (increasing or decreasing) for a phase model.
SIMCA-online and SIMCA ensures that this is always the case, regardless of the y-variable options mentioned
above, see 5.10 for a discussion on this.

6.6 Cropping in SIMCA-online
Cropping is set up in the SIMCA project and the purpose of it is to exclude observations so that they are not
predicted by the server, based on certain criteria. See the SIMCA documentation for more information.
Cropping the first N, last N, or observations satisfying a condition are supported in SIMCA-online. However, please
note:
Cropping first observation will cause a delay before data shows up in SIMCA-online when phases start
because of the cropping
• Cropping last N can be confusing in SIMCA-online, because cropping happens continuously for each
observation as the model is executed. This means that N observations will always be cropped before
anything shows up in plots. Observations will simply be delayed N observations before they show up in
plots. This is since SIMCA-online does not know in advance when a phase or batch ends. For this reason, it is
recommended that you avoid crop Last N for models.
In general, manual trimming of the dataset in SIMCA and the use of phase execution conditions in SIMCA-online
control phase execution, can be a better alternative to cropping.
•

Cropped observations are logged to the server log as an Information events after the batch is finished (search for
“Cropped observations for batch” to find it).

6.7 Qualitative model variables should be mapped to text tags
SIMCA-online supports qualitative variables in the SIMCA model. Each variable should be mapped to a text tag in
the data source. SIMCA-online then encodes the qualitative data into additional expanded variables in the same
way SIMCA does.
If qualitative variables are read as numerical values SIMCA-online interprets numerical values as already encoded
values, but this is unsupported because it requires knowledge about how SIMCA encodes qualitative variables.

6.8 How can an external system know if a project configuration is executing
correctly?
The value of the maturity variable or the time of the latest predicted observation in a project configuration can be
used to determine if a project configuration is working correctly.
Use Write Back as described in 6.9 to automatically export the relevant values to a data source. In particular, the
output variable Maturity in the batch evolution level should be written back, and then the value of that variable is
increasing when a phase is running.

6.9 Write Back – How to push values from SIMCA-online to an external data source
SIMCA-online has built in Write Back functionality that can be used to write back data to a data source during
execution of the configurations. Write-back can be used to write back maturity, alarms, and other information. Most
SimApis including PI, OPC, and ODBC supports write back. Write Back is configured in each project configuration.
Refer to the help for more information.

6.10 SIMCA-online Web API
SIMCA-online 14 introduced a Web API with functionality for obtaining data from SIMCA-online. It provides
information about configurations, projects and models, and output data including predictions. The web API is used
by the SIMCA-online Web Client.
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As all APIs, it requires developer expertise to use, as well as SIMCA-online experience to know what the data
exposed represents. Learn more in umetrics.com/kb/using-simca-online-web-api-developers.

7 Revisions
Revision
2020-03-30
2020-01-27

2019-11-22
2018-09-04

2017-09-20
2016-01-19

2015-05-28

2014-05-19

2013-06-11
2013-05-31

Updated branding
Updated for SIMCA-online 16 with improvements throughout the
document. Specifically SSD disk recommendations, important of low
latency high bandwidth networking, added info on client desktop
links and client option customization, batch attributes, continuous
project execution, more information on how discrete data is read,
corrected description what happens when execution is started,
documented improved real-time execution performance, desktop
client troubleshooting. Moved technical details about SimApis
(previous chapter 3) to SimApi Guide.
Changed office address, link to homepage and branding logos
Updated for SIMCA-online 15.1, and based on feedback from
SIMCA-online support cases. Removed content that applies to
SIMCA-online 13 and earlier. Refer to earlier revisions of this
document for that content.
Updated links. Rebranded to Sartorius Stedim Data Analytics AB.
Revised to be up to date with SIMCA-online 14 including the outline
of a typical installation. Also documented multi-threading
improvements, firewalls, local centering is now configured per unit
and phase combination, caching of data for generated variables,
symptoms of out-of-order data in a data source, changes in batch
conditions or discrete data result in batch models being repredicted,
improved guidance for troubleshooting project execution, catch-up
executions are now optimized, info about the Web API. Removed
some guidance that applied only to SIMCA-Batch On-Line. Many
other minor corrections and additions.
Revised to be up to date with SIMCA-online 13.3.1 and 13.2.1.
Improved the documentation on how SimApis work; better
explanations on nodes and tags, and SimApi error handling. New
section on unit group/unit/sub-batch layouts, and how it affects
project execution and plot layout. Other new content include
information on how generated variables are evaluated, how batch
conditions are read, and how local centering works. Many other
minor corrections and additions.
Major revision with new content for SIMCA-online 13.2 and 13.3 and
updated content derived from customer interaction. Seven new
pages on the topics of system recommendations, typical installation
outline, backups, server migration, SimApi deployment issues,
SimApi technical documentation, project configuration tips,
improved server execution logic description and troubleshooting,
expanded discussion of data source compression and interpolation
issues, and lots more. The Umetrics knowledge base was also
updated with many new articles.
Improved sections 3.7, 6.13, and 7.4. Other minor improvements.
Fixed typos.
First public version.
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